
 

Sowing the Good Seed 

                     By Gail Fernandes 

 

Growing up in a small town near Silesia in Poland, Fr Jan Szweda had no idea that he would 

one day travel halfway across the world to live in a land so completely alien to his own. 

The communist regime that governed Poland in the early 1950s made life a bleak and 

austere existence. But that did not stop Jan, or Janek as he was then affectionately called, 

from enjoying his childhood, with his four younger siblings. 

When they were not helping around the house or doing schoolwork, they met up with the 

neighbourhood kids for a game of soccer in the street. Often they would go fishing, 

dropping their lines in the water, hoping to land a huge catch. Fr Jan remembers those days 

with a touch of nostalgia. ‘Most often we would only get a small fish,’ he says with a wry 

smile, ‘which we would throw back into the water, because it was so small.’ 

Fr Jan remembers his mother as warm and compassionate – the centre of their world. His 

father was less overt, preferring to show his affection by fashioning little wooden toys for 

his children when money was scarce and he could not afford more. Like most Catholic 

families, he was the disciplinarian. 

The children knew their limits and stayed within them. Occasionally, a letter with a foreign 

postmark would arrive and the children would crowd around eagerly to read it. It was from 

a young Catholic missionary in Indonesia, whom the family supported with their prayers and 

letters. Life was straightforward and simple. 

Somewhere deep in his psyche, Fr Jan was beginning to feel the stirrings of something 

deeper and more profound. He suspected he had a calling to the ministry and he admits 

that the young missionary’s letters had probably inspired him. 

His family was happy for him when he joined the seminary and proud of him when he was 

ordained a priest in April 1979. Their happiness was short-lived, however, when he 

announced some time later that he planned to join the missionary far away in Papua New 

Guinea. At 26, he was young, enthusiastic and ready to make a difference. 

As he looked back on that time, his broad features soften, but his voice is earnest. “I always 

look for a bigger challenge – a need that has to be met.” He hesitates, searching for the right 

words. “It is only in taking up such challenges that there is an opportunity to grow.” 



With Fr Jan set firmly on his goals, his family had no choice but to bid him farewell a year 

later with a mixture of sorrow and joy. Bleakly, they tried to envisage life for him in a 

remote island of the South Pacific.  

It is almost 28 years since that day, but Fr Jan remembers it all so clearly. “From the mission 

base in Wewak, Papua New Guinea, I was flown on a small three-seater airplane to a remote 

area, deep in the jungle.” 

The seminary had done its best to prepare him for the different way of life he might expect 

and he was quite certain he would cope. “But,” as he recalls, “It was still very, very different. 

I was quite taken aback to see the locals in their traditional dress, which was nothing more 

than a grass skirt.” 

He pauses as he looks back at the past. “The other thing was their habit of chewing beetle 

nut…they chewed on it constantly and would keep spitting out the red juice.” Even if there 

is a hint of distaste at this memory, it quickly fades as he remembers how they accepted him 

quite readily, the younger ones even offering to teach him their language. 

“There were many tribes, each speaking their own dialect,” he says. “Fortunately, the 

missionaries who came before had established Pidgin English, making it a lot easier.” 

He did his best to settle in as comfortably as he possibly could into the depths of a primitive 

existence. There was no running water and no electricity. The hot, humid nights seemed 

hotter still under mosquito nets, which were the only refuge against the nocturnal pests. 

There was no time to reflect on the world he had left behind and the basic necessities he 

had taken for granted – these were now luxuries!  

Doing missionary work was an uphill task for him, because few people actually ‘took up the 

cross and followed him’ –  they were more inclined to keep an open mind to what he 

offered, but continued their own practices –  sacred initiations, sacrifices and homage to the 

spirits of their dead ancestors. 

As the weeks wove themselves into months and the months into years, Fr Jan began to 

question himself. Had he made the right choice in coming here? Was he even making any 

difference? 

As he put it quite simply, “I needed to see the effects of my work in tangible results. But I 

could barely see anything.” 

He is pensive as he relives that big question mark in his life. Then, with almost childish 

candour, he reveals, “During this time of doubt, I prayed harder than ever…” He is silent for 

a while as he allows himself to reflect on that once again. Then he says slowly, “And as I 

prayed, I began to realise that I was not there to do my job.”  



His eyes twinkle as he shares the insight that suddenly leaped into clarity all those years ago. 

“One sows…the other reaps: I reaped what the missionaries before me had done. They 

introduced Pidgin English, which helped me to communicate with the locals. Maybe 

someone will reap the benefit of my work.” In a single cryptic phrase, he manages to convey 

how he has accepted his role as a missionary. He is conscious that he is simply a part of the 

bigger picture – small, yet significant. 

The Divine Word Missionaries, which is the Catholic order he serves, started their mission in 

Papua New Guinea in 1896. Over the hundred-odd years that they have been there, they 

have wrought a slow, yet unmistakeable difference to the quality of life of its people. There 

are now almost 160 local priests, who continue the good work that the first missionaries 

began. What is more remarkable is that 12 of them have begun missionaries themselves, six 

of whom work overseas.  

Fr Jan briefly recounts his own personal work in his parish, aside from his Pastoral duties. 

“There are many times I have helped to save a life by arranging emergency medical 

treatment,” he says.  

Quite often though, faith is his only tool. He tells of one incident in particular. A middle-aged 

man was sure he had been ‘poisoned by magic’ and was convinced he was going to die. 

Fortunately for him, he had faith in Fr Jan as he prayed over him, which brought about an 

almost miraculous recovery. 

Having spent just two months in Narre Warren parish whilst on his a sabbatical, Fr Jan 

seems to have touched lives, even in this short time. Parishioners stop to ask more about his 

missionary work and many request a blessing. It is almost as though they would like to 

imbibe some of the serenity and peace that he seems to exude. 

Yet the road to this point has not always been easy. There have been moments of doubt and 

of reflection. “There were often times when I missed any kind of intellectual stimulation,” 

he says. “It would have been nice to have a family of my own that I could share my life 

with.” 

His black eyes reflect a certain wisdom that only soul-searching can reveal. “But the 

commitment I have made,” he says firmly and there is no doubt in his voice, “is just as 

serious as the commitment one makes in marriage.”  

He is unassuming as he explains his role. “I believe,” he says simply, “in being there for the 

people. I have become a part of their lives and they have become a part of mine.” His words 

are simple and yet so profound, the whispering of a spiritual bond that transcends race, 

creed or colour. In a short while, Fr Jan will return to the country he is committed to serve. 

And there he shall continue to sow – knowing with certainty that someone, somewhere, will 

surely reap. 



 


